Joan Maxfield MSN, APRN, FNP

Joan Maxfield is a Family Nurse Practitioner who works part time at Country Meadows Clinic and at T Don Hutto Residential facility in Taylor. Country Meadows Clinic is a Nurse Practitioner owned clinic in Thorndale which serves the residents of eastern Williamson County and Milam County.

Joan graduated from Brackenridge Hospital School of Nursing as an RN and later returned to school for her Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing then her Master’s Degree in Community Health. As an RN Joan worked in a variety of jobs, including home health nurse, hospital nurse and as a research nurse and faculty member at a medical school. Joan also served two years as a Peace Corps Volunteer in a small village in Colombia.

After working for over 20 years as an RN, Joan completed training to become a Family Nurse Practitioner. She worked in Taylor for 20 years as a Family Nurse Practitioner, first for the clinic at John’s Community Hospital and then owned her own clinic in Taylor.

Joan was born and raised southeast of Taylor in eastern Williamson County and graduated from Taylor High School. After working in other locations in Texas and serving in the Peace Corps, Joan returned to the Taylor area where she has lived for the past 25 years.

Working for many years in health care in a variety of settings has given me an appreciation for the important role of our local Health Department. I am honored to serve on the Board and will work to insure that the health department continues to protect and promote the health of all the citizens of Williamson County.